Adam and Eve
- Genesis 3:6

• “She saw the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise... so she ate...”
SUPER-CONNECTOR
JOHN 14:1-14

1. The Way

2. The Truth

3. The Life
1. The Way
   • “Method, Style, or Manner of doing something”
   • “Road, Track, Path, or Street for traveling along”
     • The Way not a Way

   • El Camino de Santiago (Spain)
JOHN 14:1-14

1. The Way
2. The Truth
   • ”That which is true or in accordance with fact or reality.”
   • John 18:33-38
     • ”What is truth?”
     • Truth is absolute... not relative
     • Only one truth (the rest is not truth)
   • Psalm 119:160
     • “All your words are true...”
   • 2 Timothy 3:16
     • “All Scripture is God breathed...”
JOHN 14:1-14

1. The Way
2. The Truth
3. The Life
   • John 1:4-5
     • “In him was life and the life was the light of men. The light shines in the darkness and the darkness has not overcome it.”
   • Psalm 119:105
     • “Your word is a lamp for my feet, a light on my path.”
I Am the Way, the Truth, and the Life…

Do you acknowledge that Jesus is the only **Way** to the Father?

Do you acknowledge that Jesus is the only **Truth**?

Do you acknowledge that Jesus loves you and made the ultimate sacrifice for you so that you may have eternal **Life** through Him?